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ABSTRACT
The essential transcriptional repressor REST (repressor element 1-silencing transcription factor) plays central roles in
development and human disease by regulating a large cohort of neural genes. These have conventionally fallen into the class
of known, protein-coding genes; recently, however, several noncoding microRNA genes were identified as REST targets. Given
the widespread transcription of messenger RNA-like, noncoding RNAs (‘‘macroRNAs’’), some of which are functional and
implicated in disease in mammalian genomes, we sought to determine whether this class of noncoding RNAs can also be
regulated by REST. By applying a new, unbiased target gene annotation pipeline to computationally discovered REST binding
sites, we find that 23% of mammalian REST genomic binding sites are within 10 kb of a macroRNA gene. These putative target
genes were overlooked by previous studies. Focusing on a set of 18 candidate macroRNA targets from mouse, we experimentally
demonstrate that two are regulated by REST in neural stem cells. Flanking protein-coding genes are, at most, weakly repressed,
suggesting specific targeting of the macroRNAs by REST. Similar to the majority of known REST target genes, both of these
macroRNAs are induced during nervous system development and have neurally restricted expression profiles in adult mouse.
We observe a similar phenomenon in human: the DiGeorge syndrome-associated noncoding RNA, DGCR5, is repressed by REST
through a proximal upstream binding site. Therefore neural macroRNAs represent an additional component of the REST
regulatory network. These macroRNAs are new candidates for understanding the role of REST in neuronal development,
neurodegeneration, and cancer.
Keywords: REST; NRSF; RE1; ncRNA; noncoding RNA; macroRNA; DGCR5; neural stem cell; transcription; regulation

INTRODUCTION
Despite recent technological and conceptual advances in
genomics, the full functional content of mammalian
genomes remains uncertain. In addition to well-annotated
protein-coding exons, there is evidence for extensive
functionality in noncoding DNA: (1) the small variation
in numbers of known genes between species of vastly
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different complexity; (2) extensive negative selection outside of protein-coding exons (Lunter et al. 2006); and (3)
the existence of tens of thousands of non-protein-coding
transcripts (noncoding RNAs or ncRNAs) in mammalian
cells (Maeda et al. 2006). These observations have led to the
hypothesis that uncharacterized ncRNAs may underlie
unexplained aspects of organismal complexity, evolution,
and human disease (Mattick 2004). Discovering and
assigning function to ncRNAs is a major challenge to
contemporary genomics.
Clues about the functions of genes are often gleaned
from their spatiotemporal expression patterns and the
regulatory factors controlling them. One such transcriptional regulator is the repressor element 1 (RE1)-silencing
transcription (REST) factor, which represses a large cohort
of neurally restricted genes with roles in nervous system
development and neuronal function (Chong et al. 1995;
Schoenherr and Anderson 1995). REST is recruited to the
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regulatory regions of target genes by its cognate DNA
recognition motif, the RE1. Gene repression is thence effected
by the nucleation of co-repressor complexes containing
various histone-modifying and chromatin-remodeling activities (Ooi and Wood 2007). During development, REST is a
key member of regulatory networks governing embryonic
stem cell (ESC) pluripotency (Ballas et al. 2005; Boyer et al.
2005; Loh et al. 2006) and neural differentiation (Chen et
al. 1998; Ballas et al. 2001; Greenway et al. 2007). In the
adult, REST plays key roles in several disease-related pathways, including neuronal death following ischemia (Calderone et al. 2003), cardiac hypertrophy (Kuwahara et al.
2003), vascular smooth muscle proliferation (Cheong et al.
2005), and neurodegeneration in Huntington’s disease
(Zuccato et al. 2003). In these cases, de novo identification
of REST target genes by sequence analysis has greatly
facilitated our understanding of the disease pathway. Importantly, this understanding relies on our ability to accurately
predict all classes of REST target genes—the focus of this
study.
Since its discovery, REST has been the subject of
bioinformatics approaches to identify its target genes by
searching for RE1s in genomic sequence. This was facilitated by the unusual length of the RE1: at 21 base pairs
(bp), it is considerably longer than most transcriptional
regulatory motifs, enabling the accurate identification of
REST-binding sites by sequence analysis. We, and others,
have employed consensus sequence (Schoenherr et al. 1996;
Lunyak et al. 2002; Bruce et al. 2004), position-specific
scoring matrix (Johnson et al. 2006), and sequence conservation (Mortazavi et al. 2006; Wu and Xie 2006) to
create genome-wide maps of REST-binding sites. Target
genes were then inferred by simply comparing RE1 locations to catalogs of known (predominantly protein-coding)
genes and identifying the most proximal gene to each RE1.
These studies agree on the approximate number of REST
target genes and their enrichment for neural-related function. But while recent genome-wide experiments have
validated the accuracy of later bioinformatics RE1 predictions, it has not been possible to comprehensively test
resultant REST target gene predictions. Moreover, recent
microarray gene expression studies in our laboratory
indicate that REST only regulates a small fraction of annotated, protein-coding target genes, despite recruitment to
the majority of predicted RE1 sites (Johnson et al. 2008a).
This leads us to ask, do new classes of noncoding REST
target genes exist, which are not included in previous
annotations?
In fact, the first non-protein-coding target genes of REST
were recently discovered among the class of small, regulatory RNAs, the microRNAs (Bartel 2003). A cohort of
neurally expressed microRNA genes is repressed through
conserved RE1s in nonneural and immature neural cell
types (Conaco et al. 2006; Wu and Xie 2006; Johnson et al.
2008b). Interestingly, we were able to show that at least one
2
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of these microRNAs, mir-132 (a positive regulator of
neurite growth) (Vo et al. 2005), is aberrantly repressed
in the striatum of Huntington’s disease patients, similar to
protein-coding REST targets like BDNF (Zuccato et al.
2003). This supports the notion that new classes of noncoding target genes remain to be discovered, and could
participate in disease processes involving REST.
Among the noncoding RNAs, the biological roles and
molecular mechanism of microRNAs are relatively well
understood, and their distinctive structural characteristics
mean that they are accurately annotated (although new
examples are still being discovered) (Griffiths-Jones 2004).
In contrast, little is known about the numerous, but rather
amorphous, class of so-called ‘‘macroRNAs’’ (Furuno et al.
2006): frequently spliced, mRNA-like transcripts with few
defining structural or sequence characteristics. The FANTOM3 Transcriptome Consortium discovered 34,030 distinct macroRNAs in the mouse genome (Maeda et al. 2006).
The significance of this pervasive macroRNA transcription is
the subject of some debate; their generally low expression
levels (Imanishi et al. 2004) and the small number discovered in functional screens before now support the argument
that they represent ‘‘transcriptional noise’’ (Ponjavic et al.
2007). However, diverse evidence supports their important
biological role: (1) nonneutral sequence conservation of
promoters and splice sites that is comparable to that of
protein-coding genes (Ponjavic et al. 2007); (2) cell- and
tissue-specific expression patterns (Ravasi et al. 2006; Mercer
et al. 2008); (3) disease associations (Louro et al. 2007;
Pasmant et al. 2007; Khalil et al. 2008; Perez et al. 2008); and
(4) experimentally demonstrated functions for an increasing
number of examples, including NRON (Willingham et al.
2005), trafficking of the transcription factor NFAT; Xist
(Nesterova et al. 2001), X-chromosome inactivation;
HOTAIR (Rinn et al. 2007), transcriptional silencing of the
HOXD locus; and Evf, coactivator to the homeodomain
protein Dlx-2 (Feng et al. 2006).
In light of this, we asked whether REST can regulate
expression of macroRNAs. To discover potential macroRNA targets of REST, we devised an unbiased annotation
strategy that considers both protein-coding and noncoding
transcripts as potential targets. Reannotation of RE1 catalogs from mouse and human suggests that REST regulates
macroRNA expression from approximately one-quarter
of its binding sites. Experimental validation of a focused
set of candidate targets yields two neural-specific macroRNAs that are directly regulated by REST in mouse. In
human, the DiGeorge syndrome-associated macroRNA
DGCR5 (Sutherland et al. 1996) is a REST target. Our
findings indicate that neural macroRNAs constitute a new
class of REST target gene. Future large-scale identification
of such macroRNAs should provide new candidates for
understanding the role of REST in development and in
diseases such as cancer, cardiac hypertrophy, and neurodegeneration.
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RESULTS
An unbiased annotation pipeline
for REST target gene discovery
We previously generated genome-wide
maps of REST-binding sites (RE1s) in
mouse and human, using a positionspecific scoring matrix (PSSM) (Johnson
et al. 2006). In that initial study, the sole
target gene of each RE1 was defined as FIGURE 1. Protein-coding capacity of REST targets. The protein-coding capacity of every
the nearest known gene to, and residing annotated target transcriptional unit (TU) was assessed: They were classified as ‘‘putatively
within 100 kb of, that RE1, almost coding’’ (annotated as such in public databases), ‘‘coding: BLASTP hit’’ (having significant
homology with another known protein coding sequence, evidenced by BLASTP), ‘‘coding: >100
invariably a protein-coding gene given amino acids’’ (having an open reading frame greater than 100 amino acids on the positive strand),
the small numbers of known noncoding or ‘‘noncoding’’ (satisfying none of these criteria). See Materials and Methods for more details of
RNAs in curated gene catalogs. To the RE1 annotation pipeline.
investigate whether REST can regulate
‘‘macroRNAs’’ (defined as messenger RNA-like transcripts
et al. 2006, 2007; Mortazavi et al. 2006; Wu and Xie 2006),
these sets are significantly enriched for Gene Ontology
with no protein-coding capacity, which do not belong to
terms relating to neuronal development and function
well-defined, small ncRNA categories), we reannotated
(data not shown). Comparison of the two species’ known
target genes for the same RE1 maps using a novel, unbiased
protein-coding targets showed that at least 452 (31.2%
pipeline that relies on experimental evidence for transcripand 46.1% of all protein-coding targets in mouse and
tion, rather than on catalogs of known genes. Accordingly,
human, respectively) are orthologous targets in both,
the definition of potential targets was widened to include
reflecting evolutionary conservation of the REST regulaall high-quality mRNAs and ESTs, in addition to known
tory network. In addition to known protein-coding
protein-coding genes in Refseq and UCSC KnownGene
targets, we found that z10% of targets (mouse 8.8%,
catalogs. To provide increased flexibility in the annotation
human 10.4%) were not classified in known catalogs, but
process, we collapsed potential target transcripts into
are likely to encode protein based on (1) BLASTP matches
transcriptional units (TUs): a TU is defined as the collecto other known proteins or (2) the existence of open
tion of all mRNAs and ESTs that overlap by at least one
reading frames (ORFs) greater than 100 amino acids, a
exonic base pair and are transcribed from the same
crude but effective indicator of protein-coding capacity
genomic strand (Engstrom et al. 2006). A TU may represent
(Frith et al. 2006). Subsequent BLASTP analysis showed
a member of known Refseq or UCSC KnownGene
that a substantial minority of the >100 amino acids set are
catalogs, or may be an unannotated gene with high-quality
likely to be unannotated protein-coding genes (see SupmRNA or EST support. We downloaded 1783 mouse and
plemental File 2). We found no substantive ORFs in the
1301 human RE1s from the RE1 Database (Johnson et al.
remaining 23% of target TUs (mouse 23.2%, human
2006). Of these, 1769 and 1283 could be unambiguously
22.5%), making them candidate macroRNA targets of
mapped to current mouse and human genomes, respecREST.
tively, and were annotated (details of the annotation
procedure can be found in Materials and Methods; fullannotation data sets can be found in Supplemental File 1).
Experimental validation of novel macroRNA targets
For every RE1, the nearest TU was assigned as the target
of REST in neural stem cells
gene. Although target gene assignment was based on
proximity as in previous studies (Johnson et al. 2006,
Reannotation suggested that REST may regulate expression
2007; Mortazavi et al. 2006; Wu and Xie 2006; Otto et al.
of macroRNAs from almost one-quarter of its binding sites.
2007), we modified the annotation strategy to account for
In order to test whether such regulation takes place, we
possible regulation of multiple nearby target genes and for
selected a short list of 18 RE1–macroRNA pairs for
the possibility that an RE1 can regulate a nearby gene that
experimental validation (Table 1). These pairs were selected
is not the most proximal. Thus, we annotated all TUs
on the basis of good experimental support for both
occupancy at the RE1 and expression of the macroRNA,
within a 20-kb window centered on the RE1 as targets; if
and for the likelihood of a regulatory relationship between
none were found, then the single most proximal TU
the two (see Materials and Methods for a detailed descripwithin a 200-kb window was assigned as the target.
tion of the selection process). All the candidate macroRNAs
Using this methodology, we found that 77% and 78% of
are spliced, and none are conserved in human by our
putative REST target genes encode protein in mouse and
conservation criteria (see Materials and Methods). First, we
human, respectively (Fig. 1). As in previous studies (Johnson
www.rnajournal.org
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TABLE 1. REST target macroRNAs in this study
Probe ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Transcript ID

Spliced?

Conserved?

RE1 ID

Relative RE1
location

Distance (kb)

BY733796
BC049722
AK080631
AK042807
AK082503
AK076865
AK018946
CA466141
CJ059460
AK043531
CD742360
AK046052
AK090153
AK135753
BB618686
CR517297
AK043790
CK019762

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

mus10781
mus11001
mus11947
mus17287
mus17748
mus19315
mus22859
mus23837
mus25859
mus26015
mus27853
mus2991
mus4186
mus8146
mus9273
mus9722
mus28764
mus5052

Intronic
59
Intronic
Intronic
Intronic
Intronic
59
Intronic
Intronic
Intronic
Intronic
59
Intronic
Intronic
Exonic
59
Intronic
Intronic

—
3
—
—
—
—
5
—
—
—
—
7
—
—
—
1
—
—

Mouse–human conservation was judged according to criteria described in Materials and Methods. RE1 ID can be used to access information
about each RE1 from the database described by Johnson et al. (2006). Distance refers to the distance of the RE1 site from the transcriptional start
or end (whichever is nearest) of the corresponding macroRNA. Blank means that the RE1 site is inside the microRNA gene.

screened this panel of macroRNAs for REST binding at
their associated RE1 sites. We already had evidence that
REST physically interacts with the macroRNA genes in
vivo: the 18 RE1s of our study set were selected on the basis
of highly significant enrichment (P < 0.01) in multiple
biological replicates of mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells by
chromatin immunoprecipitation microarrays (ChIP-chip)
(Supplemental File 3; Johnson et al. 2008a). We independently validated these findings by ChIP-qPCR (Fig. 2),
detecting statistically significant (P < 0.05) recruitment of
REST at all 18 macroRNAs.
In addition to ChIP evidence for recruitment, transcriptional responsiveness to REST inhibition indicates that a
gene is a direct target of REST. Consequently, we used
intron-spanning Taqman probes to profile macroRNA
expression in response to the widely used dominantnegative REST construct, DN:REST (Chen et al. 1998).
We expected that target macroRNAs would display elevated
levels in the presence of DN:REST. REST is an important
regulator of many neural genes in neural stem cells (NSCs);
consequently, we carried out gene expression studies in the
mouse NSC line, NS5 (Conti et al. 2005). We identified two
candidate macroRNA that displayed elevated levels in
response to overexpression of DN:REST: AK046052 (Fig.
3) and AK090153 (Fig. 4). These observed differences in
expression for both were statistically significant. We conclude, therefore, that REST negatively regulates transcription of some macroRNAs.
We validated the expression of macroRNA AK046052 in
NS5 cells by conventional RT-PCR (Fig. 3A). It is regulated
4
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via the evolutionarily conserved RE1, mus2991, located
7 kb upstream of its non-CpG transcriptional start site (Fig.
3C; Supplemental File 4). In addition to recruiting REST in
vivo, mus2991 is capable of repressing transcription of a
luciferase reporter gene in a REST-dependent manner (Fig.

FIGURE 2. REST is recruited to candidate target macroRNAs in
vivo. To confirm the recruitment of REST to candidate macroRNAs,
chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) was carried out on the
mouse embryonic stem cell line, E14. Experiments were carried out
on at least three independent biological replicates, using a REST
antibody, or negative control, nonspecific IgG. Resulting ChIP DNAs
were interrogated by quantitative real-time PCR with primers flanking
candidate REST binding sites (RE1s) and a distal non-RE1 locus. Fold
enrichments were calculated with reference to the non-RE1 amplicon,
using the DDCT normalization method. Error bars indicate the
standard error of the mean. RE1s of validated REST target macroRNAs are shown by arrows (see Figs. 3, 4).
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FIGURE 3. Noncoding transcript AK046052 is targeted by REST. (A) Expression of AK046052
in NS5 was validated by RT-PCR. A control reverse transcription (RT) reaction was carried out
without RTase enzyme ( RT). (B) RE1 mus2991 is capable of repressing transcription of a
reporter gene in a REST-dependent manner. The RE1 sequence (WT), or a mutated version
(MUT), was tested in luciferase assay. The luciferase plasmid, pGL4TK, containing RE1 sequence
constructs upstream of the TK promoter was transfected into HEK293 cells in the presence of
siRNA targeting REST mRNA (siREST), or control nontargeting siRNA. Luciferase intensity was
normalized to that of a control, Renilla plasmid. Ratios are expressed relative to pGL4TK
containing no RE1 (Empty). Experiments were carried out on three biological replicates and two
technical replicates. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM), and statistical
significance was judged by a Student’s t-test. (C) AK046052 resides on mouse Chromosome 2,
flanked by known protein-coding genes Lhx2 and Nek6. The validated REST binding site (RE1)
mus2991 is located z7 kb upstream of AK046052 (red rectangle). (D) The adenovirally delivered
dominant-negative REST construct (Ad DN:REST) activated transcription of AK046052 in the
neural stem cell line, NS5. Transcript levels of AK046052 were measured using intron-spanning
Taqman probes, and normalized to the housekeeping gene, b-actin. Assays were carried out on
four control replicates (adenovirus only, Ad) and five dominant-negative replicates (Ad
DN:REST). (E) Nek6 was weakly de-repressed by DN:REST, while Lhx2 was unaffected.
Expression assays using intron-spanning primers with SYBR green qPCR were carried out on
the same samples as in D. Statistical significance was calculated using Student’s t-test.

3B). The transcript mainly consists of
various types of repeat elements (Supplemental File 5). Silent in control NS5,
AK046052 was consistently activated by
the presence of DN:REST (Fig. 3D).
AK046052 is distally flanked by two
protein-coding genes: Lhx2, a homeobox transcription factor involved in
neurodevelopment, and Nek6, encoding
a serine/threonine protein kinase cell
cycle regulator. The ability of REST to
simultaneously regulate multiple genes
from a single binding site remains controversial, although based on its known
role as an epigenetic regulator, it has
been suggested that REST can repress
extended intervals of chromatin and associated genes (Lunyak et al. 2002). We
tested this in the context of AK046052
and found that Nek6 was weakly, but
significantly, repressed in NS5 (Lhx2
was unaffected) (Fig. 3E). Subsequent
inspection of whole-genome, chromatin
immunoprecipitation coupled with deep
sequencing revealed evidence for weak
REST recruitment to the first intron of
Nek6 in multiple cell types, making it
unclear whether repression of Nek6 is
effected through mus2991 (at z100 kb
from the Nek6 promoter) or a weaker,
intronic binding site (Johnson et al.
2008a). Nevertheless, these results indicate that REST silences AK046052 via
recruitment to an upstream RE1.
Similarly, expression of the second
REST target macroRNA, AK090153, could
be validated in NS5 (Fig. 4A). Its associated RE1, mus4186, repressed luciferase reporter gene expression (Fig. 4B).
This element is evolutionarily conserved
and lies in a 39-intron of AK090153,
which initiates within an annotated CpG
island (Fig. 4C; Supplemental File 4).
Inhibition of REST function by DN:REST
resulted in significant de-repression of
AK090153 (Fig. 4D), indicating, together
with the ChIP and luciferase data, that
AK090153 is a direct REST target gene.
AK090153 lies antisense to and encompasses Sptlc3, encoding a serine palmitoyltransferase. The gene was silent in
both control and DN:REST-expressing
NS5 (data not shown).
Many macroRNAs have been found
to have highly tissue-specific expression
www.rnajournal.org
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samples compared to dissected cortex,
suggesting that they may also have
region-specific expression within the
brain (unfortunately, neither transcript
is included in the Allen Brain Atlas).
Similarly, the other macroRNAs from
the study set displayed (1) largely heterogeneous expression levels in the
organs and tissues of the adult mouse
(principally, but not exclusively, highest
in the brain), and (2) induction during
neurodevelopment (although some
exceptions are principally expressed in
undifferentiated ES cells).
A human macroRNA target of REST:
The DiGeorge syndrome-associated
DGCR5
For a relatively small number of macroRNAs, functional roles and disease
associations have been experimentally
demonstrated and are included in
Refseq and UCSC KnownGene catalogs.
We searched our annotation data sets of
RE1-associated genes for any previously
identified macroRNAs belonging to
such catalogs (microRNAs were included in the annotation pipeline, but
are not discussed further). Among those
we identified was DGCR5 (DiGeorge
Critical Region 5), a spliced macroRNA
FIGURE 4. Noncoding transcript AK090153 is targeted by REST. (A) Expression of that was found to be disrupted in a
AK090153 in NS5 was validated by RT-PCR. A control reverse transcription (RT) reaction DiGeorge syndrome patient by a balwas carried out without RTase enzyme ( RT). (B) The ability of RE1 mus4186 to repress anced translocation (Sutherland et al.
reporter gene expression in a REST-dependent manner was demonstrated as in Figure 3B by
luciferase assay. (C) AK090153 resides on mouse Chromosome 2 and encompasses the protein- 1996). DGCR5 is principally expressed
coding gene Sptlc3 on the opposite strand. The validated REST binding site (RE1) mus4186 lies in the brain and has two distinct splice
toward the 39 intronic region of AK090153 (red rectangle). A CpG island encompasses the isoforms: AB051434 (5427 nucleotides
transcriptional start site (green rectangle). (D) Adenovirally delivered dominant-negative [nt], six exons) and X91348 (1284 nt,
REST (Ad DN:REST) de-repressed transcription of AK090153 in the neural stem cell line, NS5.
Transcript levels were measured by means of intron-spanning Taqman probes and normalized six exons) (named here for the accesto the housekeeping gene b-actin. Assays were carried out on four control replicates sion number of their exemplar mRNA)
(adenovirus only, Ad) and five dominant-negative replicates (Ad DN:REST). No expression (Fig. 6C). Neither has a credible open
of Sptlc3 could be detected using SYBR green qPCR with the same cDNA samples. Statistical reading frame (ORF). Both were designificance was calculated using Student’s t-test.
tected in human HEK293 cells using
conventional RT-PCR (Fig. 6A). A
high-scoring, evolutionarily conserved
patterns (Ravasi et al. 2006; Mercer et al. 2008); most
RE1, hum43039, is located 2160 bp upstream of the DGCR5
recently, the group of John Mattick used data from the
transcription start site, which itself lies within a CpG island
Allen Brain Atlas to demonstrate regionalized expression of
(Fig. 6C; Supplemental File 4). Hum43039 repressed a
noncoding transcripts in mouse brain (Mercer et al. 2008).
luciferase reporter gene in HEK293 cells, in a manner
Consistent with our target macroRNA set being preferendependent on REST (Fig. 6B). REST is recruited to this
tially selected from brain-derived cDNA libraries, we found
region in HEK293, as assayed by ChIP (Fig. 6D). Moreover,
that AK046052 and AK090153 are largely restricted to the
both isoforms of DGCR5 were responsive to knockdown of
brain, and induced after embryonic day 9.5 (E9.5) (Fig. 5).
REST by siRNA; this regulatory effect was observed in both
Interestingly, levels of both are higher in whole-brain RNA
HEK293 and in the cervical carcinoma cell line HeLa (Fig.
6
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FIGURE 5. MacroRNAs are developmentally regulated and have tissue-specific expression
profiles. The expression levels of candidate REST-target macroRNAs were measured using
intron-spanning Taqman probes. Assays were carried out in duplicate on cDNAs from the
developing mouse nervous system, as well as from a panel of tissues from the adult. mRNAs for
protein-coding genes Calb1 and Rest were also measured. All levels were normalized to the
housekeeping gene b-actin. Data are displayed as a heat map, where black indicates no
detectable signal, and the intensity of gray indicates varying degrees of expression. For every
macroRNA transcript, levels are expressed relative to the mean from all tissue samples. (ES)
E14 mouse embryonic stem cell.

6E). We could find no such evidence for regulation of DGCR5flanking genes PRODH (a proline oxidase) and DGCR2 (a
predicted adhesion molecule), confirming the specificity of
DGCR5 regulation by REST (Supplemental File 6).

Conclusions
By a combination of genome annotation and focused
experimental validation, we have demonstrated that neural
macroRNAs can be repressed by REST in mouse and
human. From a set of 18 candidate macroRNA targets in
mouse, we identified two that responded to a loss of REST
binding, a similar validation rate to predicted proteincoding targets: 8% (96/1242) of detectable, protein-coding
genes within 10 kb of a REST-binding site were responsive
to DN:REST in the same cells (Johnson et al. 2008a).
Additionally, we identified a disease-associated macroRNA
from the DiGeorge locus, DGCR5, as a target in human.
These three macroRNAs are regulated in cis by evolutionarily conserved, proximal REST-binding sites. All have
brain-restricted expression profiles, in common with other
REST target genes. These findings continue a trend beginning with the discovery that REST regulates members of
another major class of noncoding RNAs, the microRNAs
(Conaco et al. 2006; Johnson et al. 2006; Wu and Xie 2006).
Although our validation experiments were carried out on a
small set of candidates to prove the principle, they suggest

that macroRNAs may comprise a substantial fraction of REST target genes:
given that (1) various bioinformatics
(Johnson et al. 2006; Mortazavi et al.
2006; Wu and Xie 2006) and genomic
(Johnson et al. 2007; Otto et al. 2007)
studies find 1000–5000 REST-binding
sites in a given cell; (2) our annotation
pipeline indicated that 23% of RE1s may
target a macroRNA; and (3) our rate of
ncRNA target validation was 11% (2/18),
we estimate that the number of macroRNA targets of REST lies in the range 25–
1150. Future studies will expand the
REST macroRNA target list, while also
assigning function to those already discovered. Given their demonstrated regulatory potential and their highly regulated
transcription in the brain, we expect that
the repression of macroRNA expression
by REST is an important means of regulating neural phenotype in the nervous
system and elsewhere. Furthermore, these
findings help explain the highly neuralspecific expression profile of many macroRNAs. (Mercer et al. 2008).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Genomic mapping of RE1s
We downloaded 1781 mouse and 1301 human RE1 sites,
identified by our previous position-specific scoring matrix
(PSSM) study, from the RE1 Database (http://www.bioinformatics.
leeds.ac.uk/RE1db_mkII/) (Johnson et al. 2006). For each, 200 bp
of flanking DNA was downloaded in addition to the core RE1
sequence. The unique identifier (RE1 ID) for each site was used
throughout the study. The UCSC Genome Browser, version 145
(Kent et al. 2002) and BLAT (Kent 2002) were used to map and
visualize alignments of each RE1-binding site query (221 bp) to the
mouse mm7 assembly (NCBI build 35) or the human hg18 assembly
(NCBI build 36.1). Queries that yielded (1) no BLAT hits, (2) equalscoring BLAT hits to multiple genomic locations, or (3) had >75%
repetitive DNA coverage (as defined by RepeatMasker) (Kent et al.
2002) were excluded. Otherwise, the best-scoring full-length BLAT
alignment was used for annotation.

Unbiased annotation of REST targets
The complete mouse and human annotation data sets from this
study can be found in the Annotation Data Set (Supplemental File
1). Importantly, we did not limit annotation to RefSeq and UCSC
KnownGene entries, instead considering all transcriptional units
(TUs) supported by any EST or mRNA evidence. TUs are defined
as any collection of ESTs and cDNAs that represent transcripts in
the same orientation and share at least one base pair of shared
exonic sequence (Engstrom et al. 2006). Every known gene is
www.rnajournal.org
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FIGURE 6. The DGCR5 macroRNA from the human DiGeorge Syndrome locus is a target of REST. (A) DGCR5 isoforms AB051434 and X91348
were both detected in HEK293 by specific primers. A control reverse transcription (RT) reaction was carried out without RTase enzyme ( RT).
(B) The ability of RE1 hum43039 to repress reporter gene expression in a REST-dependent manner was demonstrated as in Figure 3B by luciferase
assay. (C) The DGCR5 promoter lies within a CpG island (green rectangle). The RE1 hum43039 lies in the proximal 59 region (red rectangle).
DGCR5 is flanked by the protein-coding genes PRODH and DGCR2. (D) Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) was carried out to validate
recruitment of REST to the DGCR5 RE1. ChIP DNAs were prepared using an anti-REST antibody and nonspecific IgGs, from three independent
biological samples of HEK293 cells. DNAs were interrogated in SYBR green qPCR using primers flanking the DGCR5 RE1, as well as with two
negative control, non-RE1 proximal primer sets (No RE1). Fold enrichments were calculated by normalizing to the signal from a non-RE1 region,
using the DDCT method. (E) DGCR5 levels were assayed in the human cell lines HEK293 and HeLa. Cells were either transfected with nontargeting
(control) siRNA, or an siRNA construct targeting REST mRNA. cDNA was prepared from five independent biological samples. Expression levels
of both DGCR5 splice isoforms were independently measured using intron-spanning Taqman probes designed to hybridize to unique exons in
each transcript. Statistical significance was calculated by Student’s t-test.
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therefore a TU but may have ESTs or cDNAs extending beyond
the KnownGene or RefSeq boundaries. However, not every TU
corresponds to a known gene: some TUs are novel, unannotated,
and/or non-protein-coding.
ESTs and cDNAs with non-GT/AG splice junctions, <96%
identity to the genome, ORESTES/RAGE/MAGE library origins,
nonlinear splicing patterns indicative of cDNA library chimerism,
and/or ambiguous genomic mappings, were not considered of
sufficient quality and were excluded. Our initial annotation of
each RE1 site cataloged all TUs within a 20-kb window centered
on the RE1 site. If no such TUs existed, then we considered a 200kb window centered on the RE1 site and annotated the single most
proximal TU as the target, excluding any other less proximal TUs.
The distance of each putative target TU from its RE1 was
calculated: intronic/exonic RE1s are defined as 0, otherwise,
distance refers to the most proximal point of the TU to the
RE1. We also classified each RE1 site as intronic, exonic, 59
proximal (<20 kb), 39 proximal, 59 distal (20–100 kb), or 39 distal
relative to its target TUs. RE1 sites >200 kb away from any TUs
were classified as gene-desert sites and were not assigned to any
target genes. RE1 sites mapped to genome assembly fragments
separated by assembly gaps from any TU-bearing assembly fragments were also not assigned to any target genes.
Annotated TUs corresponding to RefSeq or KnownGene entries
were given those entries’ descriptive names (from literature or
HUGO nomenclature). Wherever both descriptive names and
clone numbers (e.g., KIAA/FLJ/LOC/MGC designations) were
available, descriptive names had priority. Other TUs were named
using GenBank accession numbers of their representative transcripts. In general, a representative transcript of a TU was chosen
based on the greatest number of exons and/or the greatest
genomic distance covered. In a small number of cases, TUs did
not have RefSeq or KnownGene support, but could be related to a
putative ortholog in another species; these TUs were named after
the ortholog.
Occasionally, genomic landscape complexity was reflected in
overlapping targets, including but not limited to targets cisantisense to one another, targets with in tronic overlaps, and
targets initiating at potential bidirectional promoters. Intercalation of such targets was noted during annotation.

Protein-coding assessment
of REST targets
All RefSeq- or KnownGene-supported targets were annotated as
‘‘putatively coding.’’ Remaining targets were tested with ORF
Finder from NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/gorf/):
targets having a longest positive-strand ORF >100 amino acids
were annotated as ‘‘coding due to >100 amino acids’’; otherwise,
the longest positive-strand ORF was compared to all known
proteins by NCBI BLASTP (Altschul et al. 1990). Resultant hits
were carefully evaluated to eliminate low-complexity and shortfragment results from evolutionarily distant organisms. Such
BLASTP hits were defined as ‘‘coding due to BLASTP hit.’’ All
RE1-target TUs that had <100 amino acids ORFs not supported
by credible BLASTP hits were classified as ‘‘noncoding.’’ The
>100 amino acids set was also tested by BLASTP: for each, the
highest-scoring, nonself, mammalian hit can be found in Supplemental File 2.

Conservation of TUs
We used the other-species mRNA and 17-species MultiZ conservation tracks (Blanchette et al. 2004) to determine which noncoding RNA TUs had exons conserved in multiple species. Targets
with MultiZ peaks overlapping every exon and targets with exon–
intron structures corresponding to those of other-species mRNAs
were annotated as conserved.

REST target macroRNAs
The following strategy was used to create a short list of 18
potential macroRNA targets of REST for experimental study.
From the manual annotation of 1781 mouse RE1s, all those
associated with target genes identified as ‘‘noncoding’’ were
collected. All such TUs that did not have mRNA support were
removed. This set was then cross-referenced to REST chromatin
immunoprecipitation microarray (ChIP-chip) data from three
mouse cell lines (Johnson et al. 2008a), to identify those sites
that recruit REST in vivo (ChIP-chip data are provided as
Supplemental File 3). From the resulting set of 174 REST-bound
macroRNA targets, 18 promising macroRNA target genes
were manually selected with reference to the following criteria:
(1) presence of splicing, (2) proximal upstream or intronic RE1,
and (3) expression in embryonic- or brain-derived cDNA
libraries.

Cell culture, siRNA transfection,
and adenoviral infection
HEK293 and HeLa cells were cultured at 37°C in 5% CO2, in
high glucose DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 1% nonessential amino acids.
E14 and NS5 cells were cultured following procedures described
by Lim et al. (2007) and Conti et al. (2005), respectively. For
transfection, 0.05 nMol of REST Smartpool siRNA or nontargeting, scrambled siRNA (Dharmacon) was transfected into
subconfluent cells grown in 24-well plates, using Dharmafect 2
reagent. RNA was harvested 3 d post-transfection. NS5 were
infected with recombinant adenoviruses: (Ad-) control empty
adenovirus, or (Ad DN:REST-) dominant-negative construct
(Chen et al. 1998). Purified adenovirus was added to subconfluent cells at the minimum titer such that >90% of cells became
GFP-fluorescent with minimal cell death. RNA was harvested 48
h post-infection. The efficacy of DN:REST overexpression in derepressing target gene expression and of siRNAs in knocking
down REST mRNA was validated experimentally (Supplemental
File 7).

Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)
ChIP was carried out using the Hinxton protocol (ENCODE 2007).
Subconfluent cells were cross-linked in situ with 1% formaldehyde
for 10 min at room temperature, then quenched with excess
glycine. Cell pellets were resuspended in Cell Lysis Buffer on ice.
Resultant nuclei were pelleted and resuspended in Nuclei Lysis
Buffer on ice, such that there was 100 mL of NLB for every 1 3 107
cells. Sonication on ice produced DNA fragments of z600 bp.
Chromatin was diluted 10-fold with Dilution Buffer and precleared with nonspecific IgG and BSA-blocked protein G Sepharose.
www.rnajournal.org
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Chromatin from 1 3 107 cells was immunoprecipitated overnight
with 10 mg of anti-REST IgG (Upstate 07-579), or nonspecific IgG,
then retrieved with 50 mL of BSA-blocked protein G Sepharose
beads. Beads were washed twice with Wash Buffer 1, then once with
Wash Buffer 2, then twice with TE. Immune complexes were eluted
twice with 225 mL of Elution Buffer. De-cross-linked and proteinasetreated DNA was purified using the QIAGEN PCR Purification
kit. Control, nonimmunoprecipitated Input DNA samples were
also prepared. ChIP enrichments were measured by qPCR using
primers to RE1s, or control non-RE1 regions. Enrichment values
were calculated with respect to the latter using the DDCT method
(Livak and Schmittgen 2001).
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Fifty-one base-pair oligonucleotides encompassing test RE1s were
cloned into the pGL4 luciferase reporter plasmid, upstream of the
constitutive thymidine kinase (TK) promoter. Mutant RE1s were
also prepared, where the essential CC and GG dinucleotides were
swapped to abolish REST binding. All sequences can be found in
Supplemental File 8. Plasmids were transfected using Dharmafect
2 reagent into subconfluent HEK293 cells grown in 24-well plates
(0.5 mg per well), along with 5 ng of the control Renilla plasmid,
pSV40-Ren, and relevant siRNAs. After 48 h, cells were harvested
and subjected to luciferase assay using the Promega Dual
Luciferase Kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Three
biological and two technical replicates were carried out in each
case. Luciferase readings were normalized to Renilla, then compared to ratios from cells transfected with pGL4TK plasmid
lacking any RE1 insert.

Mouse tissue samples
Mouse adult tissue RNA samples were obtained from BD
Biosciences. Embryonic mouse tissue RNA samples were the kind
gift of Dr. Philip Gaughwin (Genome Institute of Singapore).

Gene expression analysis
One microgram of RNA was reverse-transcribed using the ABI
cDNA Archive kit, along with a control reaction containing no
reverse transcriptase. cDNA was interrogated in either SYBR green
(coding transcripts and DGCR5) or Taqman (mouse noncoding
transcripts) real-time quantitative PCR reaction in an ABI Prism
7900HT unit. For all spliced transcripts, intron-spanning primers
or Taqman probes were used. Gene expression was normalized to
that of the housekeeping gene b-actin by the DDCT method (Livak
and Schmittgen 2001). We observed no change in expression of
another housekeeping gene, b2 microglobulin, upon siRNA or
DN:REST treatment (data not shown). Specificity of all qPCR
amplifications was gauged by the presence of a unique peak in a
melt curve analysis. Genes were considered undetectable when
>50% of samples showed no amplification of correct template, as
evidenced by melt curve analysis. PCR products were cloned and
sequenced to confirm correct amplification of AK046052,
AK090153, AB051434, and X91348, in their respective cell lines.
RT-PCR primer sequences can be found in Supplemental File 8.
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